The San Francisco Tesla Society
Spring 2014 - Free Lecture Presentation at
20 Mission Center – 2415 Mission Street (near 20th Street), San Francisco, CA
Call our Hotline (415) 820-1451 for more information.
Sunday, March 9, 2013 1 p.m. - 5 p.m.
Barbara Honegger, M.S. presents "9/11 Historic Context and Forensic Facts of the Pentagon Attack ".
Barbara Honegger will present compelling evidence that internal controlled explosions executed by insider
stealth "terrorists" occurred at the Pentagon on September 11, 2001. Detailed physical evidence shows that
internal and external explosions began at or very close to 9:30 a.m. These facts conclusively refute the
official narrative that Flight 77 crashed into the Pentagon causing the first explosions at almost 9:38 a.m.
These explosions were also executed at locations far removed from the official narrative's alleged “plane
penetration path”. Were select Pentagon offices and documents targeted to be destroyed by the explosions?
Many of Barbara Honegger’s 9/11 insights are prominently credited and featured online and in numerous
publications. From 2000 to 2011, Ms. Honegger served as Senior Military Affairs Journalist at the Naval
Postgraduate School in Monterey, CA. Ms. Honegger also served as a White House Policy Analyst and was a
prominent whistleblower in the 1980's Reagan Administration. She is the author of October Surprise, the
first book to document the secret deal between the 1980 Reagan-Bush Campaign and the radical Islamist
Khomeini regime to delay the release of the U.S. hostages in Iran until after the 1981 presidential
inauguration of Ronald Reagan. Ms. Honegger has a masters certification in National Security Decision
Making from the Naval War College. Barbara also earned the first accredited U.S. graduate M.S. degree in
Consciousness Studies/Experimental Parapsychology from John F. Kennedy University (1981). She holds a
B.A. in Communications/Honors Writing from Stanford University (1969).
Sunday, April 13, 2014 1 p.m. - 5 p.m.
John Light presents "Online Security For Inventors & Activists ". The internet is an incredible tool for
communication, helping people collaborate and organize on a scale never before possible in human history.
However, it is a relatively young and complex technology which was not designed with privacy of end-users in
mind. As a result, many activities on the internet can be assumed to be public knowledge and easily
attributable to a specific individual by default. For people working with sensitive information which requires
more discretion and privacy, additional security measures must be taken to protect personal information.
This talk will describe easy actionable steps that can add a layer of security to one's internet activities.
After starting a degree in International Business Management at Northern Virginia Community College, John
took on marketing and operations duties at independent media startup ADAM VS THE MAN helping to build
operations and expand the audience through social media. Since moving to the Bay Area in early 2013, John
has been an active participant in the local cryptocurrency scene, starting a professional Bitcoin consultancy
business at bitcoinconsultant.me, founding a local trading meetup called Buttonwood SF, co-founding
PawnCoin, a company providing digital currency technology to the pawn industry, and blogging at Let's Talk
Bitcoin, Money and Tech, and his own blogs at p2pconnects.us and @lightcoin on Twitter.
Sunday, June 8, 2014 1 p.m. - 5 p.m.
We present the film "State of Mind: The Psychology of Control ". Are we controlled? To what extent and by
whom? This film reveals that much of what we believe to be truth has been deception, deliberately implanted
in our consciousness to erect a "tyranny over the minds of men". State of Mind examines the science that
has evolved over generations to keep us firmly in place and maintain the status quo so that dictators, power
brokers and corporate puppeteers may profit from our ignorance and conditioned slavery. From the anvil of
compulsory schooling to media and entertainment, we are kept in perpetual bondage to ideas that shape our
actions. Will we choose our own paths or have one selected for us? This film unveils answers that may
decide whether humankind will fulfill its destiny or be forever shackled to its own creation.
Affordable parking is available a half block away at 2315 Mission St. between 19th & 20th St.
For more information about the San Francisco Tesla Society, call (415) 820-1451 or visit us on the Internet at
www.sftesla.org where you can email us and see free videos of past presentations.

